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sea ice surrounding antarctica reached a new record high extent this year covering more of

the southern oceans than it has since scientists began a long term satellite record to map sea

ice extent in the late 1970s the upward trend in the antarctic however is only about a third of

the magnitude of the rapid loss of sea ice in the arctic ocean here we combine satellite

observations of its changing volume flow and gravitational attraction with modelling of its

surface mass balance to show that it lost 2 720 1 390 billion tonnes of the icecube neutrino

observatory or simply icecube is a neutrino observatory constructed at the amundsen scott

south pole station in antarctica the project is a recognized cern experiment re10 its thousands

of sensors are located under the antarctic ice distributed over a cubic kilometre improved

coverage of observations across antarctica and across different scientific disciplines will help

scientists understand recent extreme events and their trajectory these events include the

lowest winter sea ice extent on record since 1979 in september 2023 some 1 75 million

square kilometres below the 1981 2010 average maximum may 27 2023 editors notes

antarctic alarm bells observations reveal deep ocean currents are slowing earlier than

predicted by kathy gunn matthew england and steve rintoul the the antarctic meteorological

research center amrc and automatic weather station aws program are united states antarctic

program usap sister projects focusing on observational antarctic meteorological research

providing real time and archived meteorological data and observations and supporting a

network of automatic weather stations in an the west antarctic ice sheet has been losing mass

in recent decades contributing to global sea level rise previous observations and models have

revealed that eastward undercurrents are observations of grounding zones are the missing

key to understand ice melt in antarctica nature climate change comment published 21

september 2023 observations of grounding zones scientific reports long term observations

from antarctica demonstrate that mismatched scales of fisheries management and predator
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prey interaction lead to erroneous conclusions about doi 10 1126 sciadv adl0601 new

research has uncovered a feedback loop that may be accelerating the melting of the floating

portions of the west antarctic ice sheet pushing up global sea levels both signals penetrate

clouds and darkness enabling observations during monthslong polar winter nights time lapse

movie of ice sheets nisar s orientation in orbit will enable it to collect data from antarctica s far

interior close to the south pole unlike other large imaging radar satellites which have more

extensively covered we deployed 14 waves in ice observation systems wiios on antarctic sea

ice during the polynyas ice production and seasonal evolution in the ross sea expedition

pipers in 2017 the wiios provide in situ measurement of surface wave characteristics two

experiments were conducted one while the ship was inbound and one outbound we assessed

the quality of radiation observations from automatic weather stations awss in antarctica on the

awss are deployed kipp and zonen kz cm3 sensors for shortwave fluxes shw and shw and kz

cg3 sensors for longwave fluxes lw and lw both sensors have estimated accuracies for daily

totals of 10 the south pole telescope spt is a 10 metre 390 in diameter telescope located at

the amundsen scott south pole station antarctica the telescope is designed for observations in

the microwave millimeter wave and submillimeter wave regions of the electromagnetic

spectrum with the particular design goal of measuring the faint diffuse astronomers make

observations from antarctica s interior because it offers the clearest view of space from earth

even astrobiologists who study the possibility of life outside earth s atmosphere study

materials found in the antarctic a broadscale shift in antarctic temperature trends published 17

may 2023 volume 61 pages 4623 4641 2023 cite this article download pdf meijiao xin xichen li

sharon e stammerjohn wenju cai jiang zhu john turner kyle r clem chentao song wenzhu wang

yurong hou 729 accesses 1 citation 16 altmetric 1 mention the analysis confirmed that the

antarctic bottom water layer in the north atlantic shrunk over a two decade period leading to

an average deep sea warming rate of about 1 m c year or about half of the warming trend

observed in the south atlantic this suggests a dilution of the signal as antarctic bottom water

spreads northwards 26 jan 2022 vol 8 issue 4 doi 10 1126 sciadv abj8138 abstract meteorites

provide a unique view into the origin and evolution of the solar system antarctica is the most

productive region for recovering meteorites where these extraterrestrial rocks concentrate at
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meteorite stranding zones nature geoscience thinning ice in west antarctica is currently

contributing about 10 of the observed rise in global sea level observations obtained from an

autonomous underwater vehicle much like trying to see the bottom of a swimming pool

observing space through the moving air masses in our atmosphere causes images to wiggle

and warp the very attributes that make antarctica inhospitable to life make it ideal for

astronomy the high altitude means there s less atmosphere to look through



antarctic sea ice reaches new record maximum nasa Mar 27 2024 sea ice surrounding

antarctica reached a new record high extent this year covering more of the southern oceans

than it has since scientists began a long term satellite record to map sea ice extent in the late

1970s the upward trend in the antarctic however is only about a third of the magnitude of the

rapid loss of sea ice in the arctic ocean

mass balance of the antarctic ice sheet from 1992 to 2017 Feb 26 2024 here we combine

satellite observations of its changing volume flow and gravitational attraction with modelling of

its surface mass balance to show that it lost 2 720 1 390 billion tonnes of

icecube neutrino observatory wikipedia Jan 25 2024 the icecube neutrino observatory or

simply icecube is a neutrino observatory constructed at the amundsen scott south pole station

in antarctica the project is a recognized cern experiment re10 its thousands of sensors are

located under the antarctic ice distributed over a cubic kilometre

new antarctic observing system proposed australian Dec 24 2023 improved coverage of

observations across antarctica and across different scientific disciplines will help scientists

understand recent extreme events and their trajectory these events include the lowest winter

sea ice extent on record since 1979 in september 2023 some 1 75 million square kilometres

below the 1981 2010 average maximum

antarctic alarm bells observations reveal deep ocean Nov 23 2023 may 27 2023 editors notes

antarctic alarm bells observations reveal deep ocean currents are slowing earlier than

predicted by kathy gunn matthew england and steve rintoul the

data and imagery amrc aws university of wisconsin Oct 22 2023 the antarctic meteorological

research center amrc and automatic weather station aws program are united states antarctic

program usap sister projects focusing on observational antarctic meteorological research

providing real time and archived meteorological data and observations and supporting a

network of automatic weather stations in an

feedback loop that is melting ice shelves in west antarctica Sep 21 2023 the west antarctic ice

sheet has been losing mass in recent decades contributing to global sea level rise previous

observations and models have revealed that eastward undercurrents are

observations of grounding zones are the missing key to Aug 20 2023 observations of



grounding zones are the missing key to understand ice melt in antarctica nature climate

change comment published 21 september 2023 observations of grounding zones

long term observations from antarctica demonstrate that Jul 19 2023 scientific reports long

term observations from antarctica demonstrate that mismatched scales of fisheries

management and predator prey interaction lead to erroneous conclusions about

feedback loop that is melting ice shelves in west antarctica Jun 18 2023 doi 10 1126 sciadv

adl0601 new research has uncovered a feedback loop that may be accelerating the melting of

the floating portions of the west antarctic ice sheet pushing up global sea levels

this us indian satellite will monitor earth s changing frozen May 17 2023 both signals

penetrate clouds and darkness enabling observations during monthslong polar winter nights

time lapse movie of ice sheets nisar s orientation in orbit will enable it to collect data from

antarctica s far interior close to the south pole unlike other large imaging radar satellites which

have more extensively covered

observations of exponential wave attenuation in antarctic sea Apr 16 2023 we deployed 14

waves in ice observation systems wiios on antarctic sea ice during the polynyas ice production

and seasonal evolution in the ross sea expedition pipers in 2017 the wiios provide in situ

measurement of surface wave characteristics two experiments were conducted one while the

ship was inbound and one outbound

assessing and improving the quality of unattended radiation Mar 15 2023 we assessed the

quality of radiation observations from automatic weather stations awss in antarctica on the

awss are deployed kipp and zonen kz cm3 sensors for shortwave fluxes shw and shw and kz

cg3 sensors for longwave fluxes lw and lw both sensors have estimated accuracies for daily

totals of 10

south pole telescope wikipedia Feb 14 2023 the south pole telescope spt is a 10 metre 390 in

diameter telescope located at the amundsen scott south pole station antarctica the telescope

is designed for observations in the microwave millimeter wave and submillimeter wave regions

of the electromagnetic spectrum with the particular design goal of measuring the faint diffuse

antarctica national geographic society Jan 13 2023 astronomers make observations from

antarctica s interior because it offers the clearest view of space from earth even



astrobiologists who study the possibility of life outside earth s atmosphere study materials

found in the antarctic

a broadscale shift in antarctic temperature trends climate Dec 12 2022 a broadscale shift in

antarctic temperature trends published 17 may 2023 volume 61 pages 4623 4641 2023 cite

this article download pdf meijiao xin xichen li sharon e stammerjohn wenju cai jiang zhu john

turner kyle r clem chentao song wenzhu wang yurong hou 729 accesses 1 citation 16

altmetric 1 mention

the atlantic meridional overturning circulation is weakening Nov 11 2022 the analysis

confirmed that the antarctic bottom water layer in the north atlantic shrunk over a two decade

period leading to an average deep sea warming rate of about 1 m c year or about half of the

warming trend observed in the south atlantic this suggests a dilution of the signal as antarctic

bottom water spreads northwards

unexplored antarctic meteorite collection sites revealed Oct 10 2022 26 jan 2022 vol 8 issue 4

doi 10 1126 sciadv abj8138 abstract meteorites provide a unique view into the origin and

evolution of the solar system antarctica is the most productive region for recovering meteorites

where these extraterrestrial rocks concentrate at meteorite stranding zones

observations beneath pine island glacier in west antarctica Sep 09 2022 nature geoscience

thinning ice in west antarctica is currently contributing about 10 of the observed rise in global

sea level observations obtained from an autonomous underwater vehicle

astronomy in antarctica ice stories dispatches from polar Aug 08 2022 much like trying to see

the bottom of a swimming pool observing space through the moving air masses in our

atmosphere causes images to wiggle and warp the very attributes that make antarctica

inhospitable to life make it ideal for astronomy the high altitude means there s less

atmosphere to look through
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